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IN?ROWC?ION 

Duzing the last ten or fifteen years a large 

percentage of the lumber mIlle of the Pacific Worthi*t 

have developed a valuable by-product industry In the 

marketing of wood sawdust for fiel. The purchases of saw- 

dust became 30 heavy that the ordinary wnount of sawdust 

available would not satisfy the increasing demand. Xrt 

order to Increase the supply of thi.3 tupe of fuel, the 

usual slab wood product and mill-ends were cut into small 

chips by uso of a machine known as a hog. Figure I is an 

illustration of a No. 45 Diamond double anvil hog as 

pictured in a circular of the Diamond Iron Works of 
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Mlineapolis, Minn.(1) This Diamond No. 45 hog i-ms been 

quite generally adopted among ltnber mill operators in 

this territory as thø most economical alzo. 

It consists of a forty-eIght inch diameter rotor 

and a very sturdily built cast steel housing. The rotor 

of the hog is equipped to hold twenty separate 1ilves 

alternately spaced as shown in Figure II. Specifications 

J '«J 

r- 

DIAMOND DOUBLE-ANVIL WITH ANVIL KNIFE DOOR REMOVED 

Fig. II. INTIOR VIEW OF FUEL HOG 

tor the No. 45 hog state that the rotor speed is 825 

revolutions per mirmta, the power Consumption is 50 

horsepower, and the capacity is 30 tons of wood per hour. 

Operating and maintenance costs for a tuoi hog can 

run quite high, because the whole set of twenty knives 
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must be resharponod after an operating period ranging 

from four to sixtoen hours. Foreign material is fre- 

quently and unavoidably allowed to pass throui the hog, 

and sometimes a rock, piece of stool, or an extrenely 

hard knot will damage a whole set of knives. Figure III 

shows three different pieces of steel that caused the 

chipping of one or moro hog knives in passing through 

the hog. The largest piece can 'be recognized as part of 

a li.iberrnan's "pickeroon". It caused damage to three 

knivc$ and was 'inally assod through the hog after 

knocking a f o-urth knifo out of adjustment. ]equently 

a piece of stool accidertallr fd into the hog can ruin 

a whole sot or knivos by shattering a fc of the knives. 
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TheBe shattord piecea then &miage the erttfr sote 

3rtt1ex.oss 1n a hog knife has a1aya been a serious 

fauit In ordei' ta obtain the naceeasry- hardess for 

keeping a shaip e'uttirig edge, this brittleness 1 diffi- 

cult to avoid. In the irianufaeture of marry of the nore 

eonmon c1nercia1 makes of ho knives, the bolt slots of 

a knife ar cut by a stsuping operation from a plate of 

2e1ativ6iy )d.gh carbon steal. The knives aro then heat 

treated by first heating to a temperature of about 100 

degrees Fahrenheit, being cooled rapidly by a water 

quench, and then subjected to some drawing or tempering 

operation. These heat treating operations reluit in a 

hardness of about RocwU 55 C for the entire Irnife. 
The consumptioi of bog knives through sharpening 

operations and breakage i1 amomt to fron. eight to ten 

nets of knives each year for a iU about the size of 

the Corvallis Lumber Coxnpany 1Øh bas a production of 

105,000 board feet of lumber per day. A study of the 

riee li.at of one of the best known manufacturers of hog 

ttves shows that the cost of a set o knIves ranges be- 

twoon oi.hty-five and one hundrod .ol1ars . Since there 

would he an ozpendturo of at bast seven hundred dollars 

made on Imivos each year, any 1inproveut i the QU$1Xt7 

of knife or reduction in kif e cost would result in an 

appreciable reduction in the operating costs of the fuel 
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hOk. A change In design of the hog to xediieo operating 

coats is out of the question because r.ost mills aro ai- 

zeady equipped with the Diamond 45, and with such øtu.rdy 

construction, these hogs are seidn broken or worn out 

The only other possibility or reducing operating costs is 

to improve the hog knives. 

This problem s taken to the Paliady Welding Go. in 

1937, and, throngli a long series at attempts to improve 

on the quality of the hog knife, or at leaQt to equal the 

quality oí' the present day type of knife with an appreci- 

able reduction in production øOst, it now appears that the 

solution et the prob3*i lies in the manufacture of a flame 

hardened S.A.E. 4140 steel hog knife. It is the purpose 

of this study to make comparison teste between the 

Pal.lady bog knife and others already in eneral use and 

to try to determine othor any control and heat treat- 

ing operations would appreciably iprovo the quality of 

the Pallady hog knife. 



THE STEEL 

The uteel now being used in the rianuíacturo of 

the Pailady hog knives a ebzoin'no1bdenum ateel which 

iB designated ts S.AE. 44O This prtìcedin afoo1 iø 

.3:Irnply the standard designation adopted by the Society of 

Autovotive Eigineer3 a8 a convenient code in teo1 apeci- 

fieation« This art1cu1az steel would be called a 

forty-one-fo?t steel; where the first number indicato 

the predoidnating a11oing e1eent, the ruiber "on& 

ind5catos the apprczfrate percentage of thia aJ.1ojng 

elorrient, and the last two nutbo3's indicate the avorge 

carbon content of the atoo]. in. hunth'odtha of a per cent. 

T1c cherica1 composition of S.A.E 4140 steel, which la 

found in Table . as obtained rrom the Metals Handbook 

of the fer1oan Soelet7 for Meta1s (2) 

Table t 

CEIIICAL COMPOSITION OF S.A.E. 4140 8TEEL 

Carbon O35 -045 

}anganeae 0.60 - 0.90 

Chromium 0.80 = I .10 

iQlybdOrflfl 0.15 0.25 

Phophoruø 004 MaX. 

&ulphux 0.05 &X. 
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A study of Table 2. show8 titat rno1bdenimi appears In 

much 1owex percentages than any ot the other alloying 

elements with the exception, of course, Ot both sulphur 

ad iosphorua which sao considered as impurities. Next 

to carbon, molybdentun Is the most effective hardening 

agent normally added to steel. It is not only effective 

by Itself, but it intensifies the hardening effect of 

other alloying eloients. Molybdentft steels, after heat 

treathont, are rrtoro ductile than mani ot the other øflo 

steels havIng the saite tensile strentL, and they nre 

rexrarkably resistant to inpaot.(3) 

Since aU allo added to this steel are in rela- 

tivoly low pecontagO$, the etfeots of heat treating 

4140 stool can bo comparod quito closely with the 

etteets of heat treating a plain carbon steel of the 

*.* carbon content. The principal difference Is that 

the aO]$denun addition changes the quenching rate In 

such a manner that tLo 4X40 stoQ]. will be harder 

and stronger following the same quenching processes. 

The various physical properties of thiS steel accordIng 

to certain licat tNatienta are completely shown in a 

iet of curves prepared by the Climax Moldenta Coipany. 

Figure 1V is a reproduction of the set of curvos for 

S.A«I. 44O eel appearing in a Molybdenum steel hand- 

book. thia chart shows only the physical properties of 
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the steel after being heat treated and does not show the 

conditions that would exist when the steel is in either 

the annealed or the unannealed state. 

In a brief discussion of heat troatin;, it will be 

assumed that the transformation changes of a S.A.E. 4140 

steel are practically the sse as those for a 0.40 per 

cent plain carbon steel. The equilibrium diagram ot the 
iron-carbon serios, ich is shown in Figure V, indicates 

the various allotropic changos through which & piece of 

steel passes upon being gradually heated to ft high tomp- 

erature. The raicrostruoturo of such a piece of steel 

will begin to chance frein pearlite (alternate ).aora of 

ferritQ and iron carbide) and ferrite (pure iron) to 

ferrite and austenite (iron carbide dissolved in ferrite) 

upon reaching the temperature of 1330° F. ThIs trans- 

formation is completed when 14400 F. Is reached, and the 

resultant microstructuro is austonitic if time has been 
allowed for the transformation. If the pIece of stool 

at a temperature of around 1500° F. is allowed to cool 

slowly, the preceding transformation will just be rovere- 

ed. However, if the steel is cooled quIte rapidly from 

1500° F. as in a water quench, equilibrium conditions no 

longer exist, and the microstructure ordinarily encount- 

ered at tomporaturos above the critical range (shown in 
Table 2) will he arrested in some slightly modified form 
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Table 2 

S.A.E. 4140 CRITICAL POINTS 

Ao1 13750 F. 

Ac3 14500 F. 

Ar1 12500 F. 

Ar3 13500 F. 

and occur at atnospherïo temperatures. Fortunately, it 
happens that a plain carbon steel of 0.40 per cent carbon 

or higher is hardened upon rapid cooling or quenching. 

After quenching in water, the surface area where the 

steel is most drastically quenched would have a needle- 

like structure which is known aiong metallurgists as 

martonsite. !arteneite is a very hard, bxtttle coriati- 

tuent of a steel and is just a slight tranafoxiation 

from the original austonitie structure. In fact, with 

the addition of certain a11oing elements, ovensome or 

all of the au8tenitic structure can be retained at ordi- 

nary tenperatures following a rapid quench. 

For most stools, with the exception of the austenitic 

etaixless sto ois, hardness can be regulated by control- 

ling the rate of cooling frein above the critical rango. 

Very slow cooling results in a soft, large grainod 

poarlitic structure, and rapid cooling gives a hard, 

fine martensitic form. This penonenon is the rea]. basis 
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of uearll all beat troatthg proüea 

The ChiOf disadvantage of contro1Lng the transfox'n- 

ation of tee1 to ObtLtn a cortaln httrdneas Is the fact 

that with increased hadnesa thero 1 a very definito 

der8ase in ducti1it. in a largo percentage of machi. 

parts wi.oro high hardnoss is noces.r, britt1enes 

omnot be tolerated. To avoid this tro'tthlo, the ear- 

burizing, cyanidin, and ritz'iding processes have been 

dovelo ied. in each of th**ø proesse , a relatIvely low 

cahon tee1 is exposed to the hardening iatcria1 for 

several how at a teiiperature above thc critical raro. 
The cuter eurfacs of this cac hardcrin tee1 absorb 

a aiial]. amount of the 1*rden1n ateria1; anda UpOfl 

subsoquont hoat treatir operations, the steel s gi-ten 

a rapid quench which hardens only the outside caee4 The 

core still reiains quite soft and ductile øo that the 
caso haïdened steel ha tho$ propez'tie greatly desfred 

macuii.ne u8Q. 

The cae ear1mrizng and other proceases aro not very 

satisfactory hon considered for the ntanufacture of hog 

knvos bocause ot the high production costa. In a&lition 

Lo the t1no necessary to build up the case, a great deal 

0$ heating and control oquinont is required. Also there 

ae certain parts of the hog 2i1fe that do not need to be 

ìg hard as the cutting section. 
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Frc»xi the procedin discussion, lt is evident that 

case hardened low carbon steel will never be used in the 

maxiutacture o bog knives unless the productIon costs 

are greatLy reduced. Heat treated knives made from a 

relatively hißh carbon steel are quite extensively Used 

but expensive. The expenso of operating a fuel hog le 

so great that mill owners and operators are keenly inter- 

ested in the possibility of a new and cheaper type of 

hog knIfe. 
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FLAME HAF:DENING 

the .aet docado a very p1e and Inox- 

pensive special heat treatIng process haa been developed. 

This heat treatraent te known as flanc hardening, and the 

given name quite aGczately describes the process. It 

has been defined by Mr. A.K. Seen ann of the Linde Air 

Pro4ucta Co. as a procese whereby the surface of a quench- 

hardanin eteel of about 0.40 por cent carbon is locally 

heated by teane of an oxy-acetylene Llamo closely follow- 

ed by a suitable quench. (4) 

Beoaiz*e the tnporaturo of the oxy-acetyleno flame 

is about 6000° F. , and there Is a great deal of heat 

available, one surface of a piece of steel cari be heated 

to a temperature above the critical range and thon be 

water quenched before the heat has a chance to be con- 

ducted very far away from that surface. As previously 

mentioned in the section on The Steelti, a piece of 

0.40 por cent carbon steel can be made very hard by 

quonóhng it In water from an elevated tenperntìu'e. By 

flame hardening, the same effects aro obtained on just 

one surface to a depth of fri one sixteenth to one half 

inch depending upon the speed of the flame and the size 

of the piece of steel. 

Flame hardening is well suited to the manufacture of 

hog knives since it results in a hard surface for the 
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cutting edge and a tough ductile core or body section. 

The equiient used in the hog Imito flwe hardening can 

be either cheap or expensiîe depending upon the azìiount 

of autonatic control that is desired. In the case of the 

Pallady W*iding Co., an autotatic mac.ine for an oxy- 

aoetleno cutting torch has been equipped with a holder 

or a f1ae hardening torch. Figuree VI, VII, and VIII 

show three different views of the flsrne cutting nachine, 

and the built-on fIne hardening head is designated by 

a small arrow. The rachine runs along two straight rails 

- - r 

r .-- A a. ÄW _ 1- 
Fig. VI. FLAME HARDENING APPARATUS 

in auch a nanner that the mounted flame hardening torch 

travels in a straight, horizontal path. The direction 

and speed of travel are itomatical1y controlled, and this 
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control leaves the operator free to watch the actual 

flame hardening process. 

The torch used in the flame hardening of Pallady hog 

knives vas designed and built by Mi'. Pallady. It is 

really made up of two entirely different sections; one 
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section serves as a serles of tiny oxy-acetylene torches, 

and the other is simply a group of water nozzles that 

serve to spray water on the heated steel. The whole 

torch is a rectangular piece of brass tubing about three 

inches long. 

WATER 

SECTION 

partition runs through the center of the 

Area for thin part 
of knife 

o OXY-ACETYLENE 
o 

SECTION o o o O 

o 
O ° ° 

o 

I- 
4 z 
3 +w 

z-J 
w)- 

>-w 
>(0 04 

Part i t ion 

Fig. :... JKETCH OF FLIJE iiÀRDNING TOkWH. 

tube, thus dividing the two sections. L1igure IX is a 

diagramatic sketch of the torch showing the relative 

position but not the actual number of holes drilled for 

both the oxy-'acetylene flame and the water spray. 
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The ntnbor of holes in the oxy-acetyleno section of 

the torch Is determined by the dimerìa1on of the steel 
being flame hardened. Thick bodies of steel would there- 
fore require iiore boat for a. given hardness penetration 

than would thinner pieces. That is, where the piece of 

steel is thin, 3ess heat is required, consequently, fewer 

oxj-acotylene flames are necessary within that given area. 

The manufacturer of the Pallady laüfe has attempted to 

vary slightly the depth of penetration of flame harden- 

ing. This develops a wavy line of deniarkation between 

the hard and soft parts of the metal. It was hoped, by 

so doing, to prevent or to I1mt the chIpping off of the 

flame hardened part. 

The location of' the holes in the oxr-acetylene side 

of the flame hardening torch is especially critical to- 

ward the beveled cutting edge of the hog ifo, because, 

with a decrease in sectional voltnno, the heat requirement 

of the steel to obtain the necessary temperature bocones 

less and loss. Li fact, the first half Inch of the bevel- 

ed cutting edge is always completely hardened. 

The operation of the flame hardening oquIrnent 

appears quite simple, but it actually requires very 

delicate handling. The presence of water in one part of 

the torch servos as a water jacket, thus the torch never 

becomes hot enough to ignite the mixed oxygen and acety- 
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iene gases within the torch. In spite of all the automa- 

tic equipment available, the actual success of a flame 

hardening job depends largely upon the eye and experience 

of the oporator. The depth of hardnosa penetration can 

only be positively determined by flame hardening a sample 

piece first, then, after breaking tho sample in two, 

estimate the proper speed of the machine from the visible 
depth of hardened section of the sample. 

Other variables be&dos the speed of the machine 

have to be considered as affecting the depth of penetra- 

tion. Adjustment of the oxy-acetyleno flame and distance 

of the torch from the steel are determined by the opera- 

tor's oye. An experienced operator practically eliminates 
these adjustments as far as variables wit)out control are 
concerned. Presence o. scale or dirt ori the surface will 
greatly affect tue depth of penetration, but in the mak- 

Ing of flame hardened hog knives, surface grinding before 
treating has done away wIth this problem. 

An article appearing in "Steel" of Oct., 1938 has 

been sunirnarized In the next paragraph 

the choice of 3.AE. 4140 steel to be 

ening operations, but not necessarIly 

of bog knIvoa 

Close terrlperatuTe control Is ot 

iolbdenuni steels because it has been 

it substantiates 
used in flame hard- 

in the manui'ac turo 

necessary for 
found that molybdo- 
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n1fl Inhibits grain gxowth at temporiituros well above the 

critical zange . Prominent among the molybdenuxn steels 

that can b. flame hardened are the chrome mo bdeiuin 

steels 3.A.E. 4i40 and S.AE. 415O. These steels hardøn 

In oxoess O1 Rockwell 60 C for caso depths up to one 

quarter of an Ineh. After flame hardening, tests of the 

core of the chrorn-rnolybdernt steels showed no change In 

phyzIeal pzoperties There was no distortion, and all 

polished surfaces rømained free from the fornatton of any 

troublesome oxido or scale layer.1 (4) 

Before SA.L 4140 steel was adopt.ed for use in g 

knIves bi the Pa.11ady Weldiflg Co . , an abra1ttl'1resiatant 

steel had been ae3.ected because ofits known toughness. 

However, this steel, ccunonly called steel, tailed 

to meet the requfrernents of a good. hog knife due to leck 

of urI'orniity. Lnber mIli oporators, * had tried 

the3e hog iives of flaao hardened AØR. steel, reported 

that the knives eoacd to shatter whenever they struck 

ßciethin quite ha.rd. The only thug that could be doue 

was to replace all seta of A.R. steel knives with the 

L&.E. 44Ø .t..l cn1.ve1 This latter tip. of knife has 

now be* in several mills for about six months, 

the pert* concerning their service have bean quite 
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APPARATUS 

The purpose of this ezperiinontal work was to 

determine just iow weil th* Ps3.lady ho knife compares in 

*tc*1 properties with other standard ho knives and to 

&ttept to improve the quality of the Pailady hog knife 

through metallurgical atudy 

The appax'atus used in the various tests and special 

projects 1c3uded hardnesi taiters, an Impact tester, a 

heat tr*ting furnace, and the equipment involved in 

photornicroraphio studies. The hardness testers aro 

shown in Figures X, XI, and XII. These three types of 

testing machines represent the most cmon methods of 
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Fig. XII. YWKBRS TESTER 

(Llodified Form) 
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hardness testing in use today. A fourth type of hardness 

tester not shown in the illustrations which is also quite 

commonly used is the selez'oscope. Since the latter was 

uot used at all in the experimental work, it will receive 

*0 tu thor mention 

The impact tester shown in Figure XXII is a Charpy 

impact machine built according to the A.ST.M. specifica- 

tions. The actual calibration of this machine, ta doter- 

mined by Prooseor S.H. Graf, will be included in the 

section of this discussion dealing with impact testing. 

The heat eating furnace shown in Figure XIII and 

used in the preparation of specially heat trøated spool- 

mens is an automatically controlled muffle-f&ce 

capable of maintaining temperatures up to approxinately 
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18Oo F. The furnace * not øqulpped with any sort of 

athìoapheric oontz'ol, *0 wtz*t working with toiperi tures 

of about 15000 tjØ$j O oxide scale was a1way 

produced on the høat treated spec1mene 

The photomicrographIe equInent involves a saw, 

file, 'rinding wheel, belt .rinder, crnr paper, poiih. 

tn disks (shown in Figure XIV), etching solution, and 

the Leitz Micrornetallograph. It*n7 of the specimens 

studied under the iicreseope were small chipa from a 

very hard hog knIfe, and they had to be mounted in 

bakelito in order to be polished. The actual iteps in 

specimen preparation are usua1l approximately the 

same. After cutting a nall representative sample from 

the original piece of steel, it was mounted in either 
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clear luette oz' black bakeilte by ue of the J3uehler bake- 

lite mounting apparatus. The mounted spec1men was then 

s'xaced, xound, ar,.d polished, and after obtaining a 

poUøhed surface free from *catchoe, the specimen was 

etched. for a few seconds in * two and one half per cent 

nitric acid in ethyl alcohol solution. This etching solu- 

tion is known as 2 1/2 poz cent nital. The usual photo- 

graphic equinont was also roqutrod to develop the exposed 

platos of the crstallora. 
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An itiportant factor in the choice et bog knives 

3_s the hardness of the cuttir edge With the cteel 1*Y 

tn a hardness of at least Rockwell 50 0, the bo kntuee 

iiiust be sharpened by gr inding . The retention of a sharp 

odje on the ho knife will depend quite materially upon 

this hardnesa In a li»iibor iii11 the len;th of tine in- 

volved boteen resharpening oporationa is a veri portant 

itern fr the standpoint of eoonoxiiical xnanagexnent. Each 

time a sot or knives nut be s1iarpenod ît takes a rechan- 

c at 1eat an how' for the exchange in the common Diamond 

45 hog. 

Then the knives are replaced every four heure, as i.e 

tho ease with the Corvallis Liber Conpany and mani other 

lumber mills, there is an appreciable lOBS in daily output 

of the fuel hog because of the long shutdown required to 

replace the knives. It is customary among mill operators 

to have several eats of knives in alternate ue That is, 

a worn sot is us%*3» being ground while another set is 

used ifl the hog. ID t1i8 inanne, the hog knives are being 

alternately sharpened and tìen used in the hog until the 

Imives as a result of their continual regrindinga have 

baen ground back to the bo3.ting slots. 

If the period of service of a set of sharpened 

knives could be lengthened from four to six, eight or 
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even more hours without the knives becoming any duller, a 

great saving could be realized. \Ot only would a set or 
knives last longer, but in the course of a year a great 

deal less labor would be required for maintenance, and the 

annual output of the hog should be increased at least six 

per cent based on a six hour operating cycle ror a set of 

knives Instead of a four hour cycle. 

DALLAS 

DISS TON 

OHIO 

PALLAD? 

WAPAK 

w- -4 
0 20 40 60 80 

HARDNESS, ROCKWELL C 

Fig. XV. HABDNSS OF VARIOUS HO KNIVES. 

An increase in hardness of hog knives over the aver- 

age hardness of some of the common commercially used hog 

knives has been reached through the use of flame harden- 

ing. iiigure XV shows a comparison of the Rockwell hardness 

numbers of some of the numerous types of hog knives being 

used today by lumber mills. 

if there are any outstanding disadvantages in having 



this appreciable increase In hazdnoss, the actual aervice 

ord ot the knives will certainly indicate the defects. 

zt is reasonable to assume that an increase 5n ha'c3nos 

also results in an increase In brltt].ene8s; however, In 

the sane manner there is an Increase In the tensZe 

trenth of the steel. Thother a Rockwell bardness ot 

60 C for a S.AE. 4140 steel doca or doae not reach the 

ez'itioal point in brittleness for a hog knife will have to 

be proved b- use of the knife In a fuel hog. 

The hardness values shown in flgrn'o XV were obtained 

by use of the Rockwell rdness tester, and as a check 

determination, a ]3rinelX hardness test was also made. 

In the case of the flame hardened knives, the ï3rinell 

hardness test tailed to ,ive results that checked with 

the RoOk*U hardness numbers . For ezaiple, the fiwne 

hardened surface had a Rockwell hardness number' of 60 C; 

the Brine3.l hardness ntnnber for the same piece was 32O. 

3y use Dt the hardnoßs conversion chart in Fiiro XVI 

reproduced from the 193? Reference Issue of Metal Proross, 

it will be seen that the ßrinell hardness Is nearly fifty 

per cent lower than the Roekll hardness. The cause for 

thIs discrepancy in test values was found to be that the 

thin flame hardened layer was broken through by the 

relativoly large stool ball and heavy load of the 3rinoll 

hardness tester, The proof of thIs reasoning was in the 
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tindlng of a smaU crack trac1ns completely around the 

rI* of theBrirtefl 3npre$81on. 

For the preceding reason and also as a matter of 

roator convenience, the Viokers hrdnoss test was used 

as a means of checking the RockiU iarduesa mimbors of 

a].]. fie imrdenod piee** of steel. The Vickors h.z'dness 

test was also used In niea$u1ng the vartatton in hardness 

at different depths below t hardenod surface . A eanp1e 

of the Pallady hog knife was cround on a bevel through 

the flame hardened area In such a manner that the point 

of reatest depth of bevel had penetrated the softer body 

section of the Iiite The Vickors test leaves a very 

sznaU iniprøasicn in. the steel so that it was possible to 

hardness determinations at fairly close intervals 

In this beveled speclnten. 

Figures XVII, XVIII, and XIX show the variation in 

hardness at increasing depths below the hardened surface. 

Since each datizi point on the curve represents a sinlo 

hardness determination rather than an average of several 

readings, any discrepancy from a smooth curve can be 

attributed to experimental error. The Vickors hardness 

test is based on the surface area of an indentation of a 

sixty degree diamond pointed prarnid under sorne definite 

load. The Improvised machins ihoun in Figure XIX I1th vai 

available for use was quite loose in the 3oInts and required 
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apeelal precautions to avoid rotation of the specimen while 

the indentation was being iade. The result was that the 

personal elient in experimental error came into prominence 

more than it normally would in a hardness teat. 

For the cuives showing hardness penetration, the hard- 

ness values as determined by the Vickers test were eon- 

vezted to the corresponding Rockwell hardness rnnbera by 

uso of the hardness conversion chart of Figure XVI. The 

outst*Ming fact browht out by those hardness penetra- 

tton curves is that from the standpoint et hardness there 

je quite an abrupt line of derkation between the flame 

hardened area and the softer body section. This sharp 

break in the curve is the point where the application of 

heat to the outside surface failed to raise the tempera- 

turo of this section above the critical tenperature of the 

steel. Thus, with the steel not raised above the critical 

point, the quenching action of the water could not pos- 

aibly produce any increased hardness. The important thing 

to note is that this change from a hardened section to 

ori;inal soft state?j*l takes place at one paticu1 * point 

instead of a gradual decrease in hardness. it Le quite 

certain that a rradual decrease in hardness would be the 

desirable conditions because the flame hardnned section 

wo44 be less likely to break away from the soft body. 
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The gradua3 decrease in hardnoss of the hardened 

surface section as shown by the CUrVOS of F1uros XVII, 

XVIII and XIX la duo to the quenohin action of the 

water spray. The surface of the knife being flame hard- 

enod is cooled or chilled quite rapidly by the water 

spray, but at increaslnr; depths below the surface, the 

surfaco water ha3 1083 and less quenching effect. There- 

foro, the practIcal depth of flaire hardening would be 

'where the cooling water has auch a alight quenching 

effect that the base of the fluue hardened section re- 

tains a harcness approzivmtely the saine as the original 

hardness of the steel. Naturally, in aneral practice 

where such a wide variety of hape and sizes is encount- 

ered, such an ideal depth of hardening is out of the 

questton because of stronth or iin!m dofon&ton ro- 

quirnents1 However, in the ease Of flame hardening hog 

knives, this ideal is vary logical, because one of the 

important problems is to 1eep the flame hardened section 

from breaking away :rrom the rest of the knife when being 

used in a fuel hog 

There are a Cow -mavoidable disadvantages to this 

reccionded deep flaie hardening. (This word deep should 

riean a penetration of about three-sixteenths of an inch 

for a half-Inch thick hog knife.) There Is a possIbility 

of overheating the surface In trying to obtain a deep 
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penetration. In order to got tho doopor aection above the 
critical temperature, a 3reat dea]. of heat has to be re- 
1eaed at the surface of the tee1 by the flame hardening 
torch. With such a high heat release rate it is possible 
to heat the stool surface too rar above the critical range 
and cause a rather serious increase in grain sizo A 

sample of S.A.E. 4140 steel which had been flame hardened 

to too great a depth upon being broken showed a surface 
sootlon of about one thirty-second of an inch deep which 

had been so seriously overheated as to produce grain 
growth. This grain growth resulted in a decrease in both 

strength and hardness in that section. 
Another disadvantage in deep penetration 

either from overheating the surface or from heating ex- 

pansions a quenching contractions that are too drastic 
is the fomtatjon of numerous surface cheeks which extend 

far enough into the flame hardened area to damage the 

l-iife. With the use of 8.A.E 4140 steel, this surface 

checking has apparently been e].minated without exception. 
The warping of the steel in a hog knife ïs another 

factor that is Soverned by the depth of the flame hard- 
enod section. WIth increases in depth of penetration 
there is a noticeable increase in the amount of warping. 

Vthen the stool Is hardened on only one sido as with hog 

knives, the harder surface becomes slightly convex due 
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to the expanalon resulting from the flune hsxdentng. 

Since the t1auo hardening torch was apeclally design- 

od for use In maktng hog knives, a hardness traverse was 

nade of the flame hardened surface in order to check the 

itniform1ty in heating and quonohin rates of various 

sections of the torch. A test specimen with about one 

eighth inch penetration was indented at varying intervals 

across the path ot the flame hardening torch by uso of 

the Vickors hardness test. Figure XX shows the variation 

in hardness of these points after the hardness numbers 

haC. been converted to the ROckwel2 C hardness scale. It 

indicates timt the hardnese is quite uniform across the 

surface of the cutting edge of the knife. However, this 

Viokers hardness value has indicated a lower Rook*eU 

number than a test made in the saine area by the Roc*vU 

hardness tester. The latter test Indicated a hare$$ Ot 

Rockwell 60 0 as an averae hardnoss. The uniformity of 

hardness as shown by Figuro XX is vory essential from the 

standpoint of ho knives beine used in a fuel hog. If 

the biives in a set Ìmve the same hardness, they will all 

be dulled the s arrie amount after several houx'e use in the 

fuel bog. If, on the other hand, some aro softer than 

others within a single sot of knives, the soft knives 

will wear away faster and will result In Increased lack 

of unifonnity in chip sizes 
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SHOCK TESTING 

The designated speed of thø ?Otoz is 825 revo- 

lutions per minute for a Diamond 45 tul hog. This moans 

that the linear velocity of the hog knives mounted in the 

rotor is exceedingly high. The rotor diamoter Is 48 inches. 

A largo percentage of the hogging is done by the inside 

row of knives. The peripheral speed of these knives on 

a th'ee foot diameter amowits to about 130 feet per s000x. 

Hog knives striking any object at such a high velocity can 

be considered as operating under impact conditions. A 

study of Fi,o III which gives the location of the hog 

iives will show that the flame hardened surface of the 

kn1fe corresponds to the tensile side of a mnbor loaded 

as a cantilever beam. Since impact loading develops 

greater stresses in a member than simple uniform loading, 

a modified Impact test was used instead of a slow-speed 

strength test. A non-standard, unnotchod test specimen 

was adopted for this study. Figuro XXI is a sketch of 

such a specimen showing the relative points of shock 

load application and the location of the flame hardened 

area. 

Preparation of the teat specimens was found to be 

quite difficult because of the hardness of the material 

being used. A system was finally devised whereby the 
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sawed thouh the soft core just to 

ne hardened section. Usïn the saw 

test specimen was broken away frt 

of steel by a hamier blow A grind- 

to reduce the specimen to the exact 

The A.3.TL Tentative Standard Ntiber 23-34T 

states that for' unnotched specimon the Charpy impact 

test is to be recended. This xoendation was 

followed by use of the Gharpy iact tester shown tri 

Figwe XXII. The ïzod impact test was also tried, but 

Fig. XXII CHARPY 

IMPACT TESTER 



The pointe of fracture of the Izod spoolmens occurred at 

*uth widely differing places that the energy absorption 

alues were definitely inaccurate. 

The Charpy impact tester available tor use was made 

according to the A.S.T.MØ spocifi.cationa. The machine 

calibration shoi in igur'ø XXIII was also supplied with 

the tester. T14z calibration is niorely to give an 

idea of the capacity of the tester. All impact specimens 

were tested when the Engineering Laboratory roan tenpera- 

ture had just røched 70° F. from a cooler temperature. 

This precaution In regard to tpature was taken be- 
cause Ot the marked effect of tperste u3jfl the impact 
resistance of the test spec1*n$. 

Table 3 is a record of the impact tests made upon 

twenty-six separate specimens. The oupthg Of specimen 

**bcra io according to heat treatment, steel used, or 

depth or flame hardened section. m 'Remaining Angle 

is really the iustrtent reading following each impact 

test. It is us$4 aig Vith the calibration ourv e shown 
tri Figure UIIX to determine the amount of energy ab- 

sorbed b7 th*t*it specimen. Inmany instances similar 

test specimens indicated widely dtttering energy values. 

This unreasonable variation is veri characteristic of 

an impact test; in fact, the lack of dependability in 

individual energy absorption readings has always been 

the chIef disadvantage of the impact test. 
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Table 3 

CHARPY IMPACT TEST DATA 

Spec . BZ'Xnell 4thgle Energy Sample 
No. Hax'dneas Read- Absorbed Size 

of Body Ing Ft Lb Inzln. 
Section 

i 126 124.1 43 -- 

2 126 99.5 82 0.401 X 0.492 

3 126 135.0 30 0.400 x 0.485 

4 126 1*9.0 25 0.400 x 0.488 

g 131 115*0 60 0.400 x 0489 

6 i36 1*5.0 45 0.400 z 0.485 

'7 13'? U.6.i 60 0.400 x 0.490 

8 115 ,3.8 58 0.400 z 0.491 

9 113 113.2 58 0.400 x 0.491 

10 113 127.5 44 0.391 x 0.491 

11 113 125.5 45 0.394 z 0.491 

12 115 122.5 46 0.380 z 0.488 

13 113 125.5 45 0.400 x 0.488 

14 113 123.6 46 0.400 z 0482 

15 113 No Break 0.400 z 0.481 

16 113 137.0 22 0.399 z 0.481 
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Steel and 
Heat 

Treatment 

S.A.E. 4140 (1) 

SAE. 4140 (1) 

SAE. 4340 (1) 

S.A.E. 4140 (1) 

SAE. 4140 (2) 

S.A.E. 4140 (2) 

S.A.E. 4140 (2) 

S.A.E. 4140 (3) 

S.A.E. 4140 (3) 

S.A.E. 4140 (3) 

S.A.L 4140 (3) 

S.A.E. 4140 (4) 

S.A.E. 4140 (4) 

S.A.E. 4140 (4) 

5.A.E. 4140 (4) 

5.A.E. 4140 (4) 
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Table 3 (continued) 

V? 118 108.3 '15 0.400 x 0.490 A.kL Stool (5) 

is ii. 134.0 30 0.397 x 0.489 A.R. Steel (5) 

i, lis 140.0 20 0.400 z 0.490 A.R. Steel (5) 

*0 218 107.0 75 0.400 z 0.490 A.R. Stool (5) 

*1 1*7 115.0 eo 0.400 x 0,492 A.R Steel (5) 

22 12 1*1.0 47 0.400 x 0.492 A.E. Steel (5) 

25 12 110.0 68 O.4O3 x 0.491 A.R. Steel (5) 

24 15 108.0 75 0.400 x 0.488 S.AIE. 4140 (4) 

25 248 No Break 0.400 z 0.491 Ohio Knife 

26 321 81.0 100 0.401 z 0.491 Ohio Knife 

Key to Heat Treatment Snbols 

(1) Flar,e out, heated to approximately 1400° F., air 

quenched, and. flame }ardened. 

(2) Flame cut, annealed at 1530° F. in a muffle fur- 

nace , oi]. quenched, drawn to 1130° F . , and flame 

hardened. 

(3) Plaine cut, annealed at 1530° F., arul flame hard- 

efod to normal penetration. 

(4) Flame cut, annealed at 15300 F. , and flame hard- 

oued to deep penetration. 

(5) Plaine cut, stresa releaved, and flame hardened. 
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Teat spoc1iìens 5, 6, and '7 in Table 3 viere cut from 

a piece of steel that had been oil quenched from 15300 F. 

to].lowod by a 11300 F. draw and then flame hardened. The 

purpø8e Of the preliminary heat treating before flame 

hardening vas to increase the impact resistance of the 

steel. Thia procedure follows the recoiondatIon appear- 

tng in the "Molybderuim in Steel" handbook. The effect of 

heat tz'eat1nr in this manner was to increase the energy 

&b*O*'Dtton capacity of a test specimen from 42 foot pounds 

to 58 foot pounds. The comparison hae been made between 

test specimens 1, 2, 3, and 4 WhIch were cut from a stand- 

ard Pal].ady knife and test spocìena 5, 6, :d 7 WhiCh 

Sr* cut from the heat treated steel. Time and costly 

equnent required to carry on the recommended heat treat- 

ment makes it impractical in view of the slight gain in 

energy absorption. The result would be to increase the 

cost of producing a Pallacly knife in exchange for only 

a slight increase in strength. 

In a rnannep similar to the preceding comparison, 

test specimens 8, 9, 10, and 11 were cut from a pioco of 

steel that had been furnace annealed and then flame hard- 

oned. The average impact value for these four specimens 

is 50 foot pounds, and this can be compared with the 42 

foot pounds of the standard Pallady knife. This anneal- 

ing treathent consisted of heating the steel to a temper- 

ature of 15000 P., holding the temperature at 15000 F. 
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fop at least thirty minutes, and thon aUow1n the steel 

to coo]. slowly within the furnace. 

This treatment could very easily be used. in the manu- 

factiue of Pallady hog Imivos without materially increasing 

the production cost. At the present time, the Pallad 

knives are subjected to a short stress rolievin troaiiont 

before flaxno hardening. The 1nife blanks are loosely 

stacked benoath an asbestos blanket and then heated to a 

temperature of 15000 F. by an open gas fisme. A check 

of the temporature during this treatment by means of a 

thermocouple showed that the temperature reached 1500° F. 

However, upon attaining this temperature, the gas burners 
wore shut off, to Time 

was not allowed for the high temperature transformation 

to take place, and as a result, the steel was actually 

given a drawing treatxnont. Equipment necessary to carry 

out a correct annealing operation would include a furnace 

large enough to hold about three nota of knives and a 

thermocouple to measure the furnace temperature. 

Fuel used in a furnace for the longer high-tempera- 

ture heating period would not be much more than the fuel 

consumption of the present open gas burners. The t2me 

required for the complete anneal would be greater, but 1f 

the cooling of the furnace could take place at night, the 

time element would involve no expense. 



Another alternativa would bo to buy the S.A.E. 4140 

steel that has already been annealed. The chief disad- 

vantage in this method is that the annealed steel is more 

expensive on the per pound basis, and the waste pieces of 

steel would ada to the original cost of the notai being 

used. 

The effect of depth of flarie hardening ±a brought 

out br a comparison of the noial penetration test 3p3c1- 

mena 8, 0, 10, and 11 with the deep ponetraton test 

specimens 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16. A greater depth of 

flame hardening decreases the impact resIstance of the 

steel. The deep pone tratiorm of hardness brought about a 

decrease in energy absorption value from 50 foot pound.s 

down to 40 foot pounds. Specimen nmnber 15 whIch failed 

to break In impact was placed in the tester 8uch that the 

flame hardened section was on the compression side of the 

bean. This failure to break indicates the groat ductIlity 

of the soft body sectIon of the flame hardened hog knIfe. 

The test specimens numbered from 17 through 2 were 

taken from flame hardened hog knIves of AR. steel. This 

impact tosting of A.R. steel gave results that paralleled 

quite closely the resulta of an actual service test. One 

test specimen would show a very low impact resistance of 

about 12 foot pounds. Another test specimen from the same 

piece of steel was capable of absorbing more than 80 foot 
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pounds of energy. Al]. seven test specimens of this A.R. 

Steel 8OrVed to prove this definito Zack of uniformity in 

impact resistance. Tho face of the fracture of specimen 

ni.uîiber "17" which had a high impact strength had the 

fibrous appearance of a broken piece of wood. The face of 

the fracture of specimen rnnber "18" which had. a low 

impact atrongth Md a very coarse, sandy structure. 

Ari Impact test was also made of two test specimens 

cut frn an Ohio hog knife . Specimen number "25" whIch 

was cut frein the back section of the knife failed to 

break. This failure to break indicates that this section 

of the knife has some ductil ity as we].]. as toughness. 

There was evidence of ductility because the specimen was 

quite sharply bent. Specimen ntunber 26 taken fran the 

hard cutting section of the knife had an Iapa.ct resistance 

of 120 foot pounds. Such a high value certainly accounts 

for the durability of the Ohio hog 1iife. It will absorb 

almost three times as nuch energy as the present ?allady 

hog knife or about twice as much as a heat treated 

Pa].lady knife. The reason for the great impact strength 

of the Ohio 1ifo when compared with the Pallady Imife is 

that the Ohio knife has the same hardness and toughness 

throughout the thickness of the knife, whereas the Pal].ady 

kflife consists of a soft duotile section and a hard tough 

section *11 in ano pieso of s tool WI thou t doubt, the 



low stronth of the soft body soction helps in causing a 

etre8s concentration In the outside fibers of the flie 

hardened section. 

No attempt was made to ubJoct other cercial 

makes of hog knives to an impact test because of the ex- 

tx'emo difficulty in preparing test specimens from the 

hardened steel. 
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UEThLL OGRA PHIC STUDIE$ 

The first project undertaken In the way of a 

photomicrographie study was to determine the effect, if 

any, of the present heat treatment of Pallady 1iives upon 

the microstructure of the steel. Thoro was rio marked 

change in structure. The 8teel after boina heated to 

15000 F. and then imiodiate1y cooled still retained the 

line-like arraneriont in microstruoture which is character- 

i8tic of rolled steel. 

Figure XXIV iz a photomicrograph of the steel in the 

body sccton of a knife about one-sixteenth of an inch 



deeper than the flaiie hardened penetration. Quite definite 
line arrangement le noticeable. These lines Indicate thm 

direction in which the steel passed through the mill rolls. 
The specimen shown here was etched five seconds in 2 1/2 

per cent nital. With the five seconds etch, the steel was 

etched too deeply to show the true grain structure, how- 

ever, the characteristics of rolled stoel are plainly 

visible. 
In the chapter on 1**'ß*eas te3ting, it is statød 

that the hardness penetration test indicates a sharp lino 

of demarkation between the soft and hard sections. FIgure 

xxv is a photomicrograph taken of that line of demarkation. 

It proves without doubt that there Is an abrupt c1ìane 

from the hard metal to the soft metal. easurement upon 

this photograph whIch is at a magnification of 200 diam- 

etors shìow that the chango in mlcrostruct'ure occurs in 

less than two thousandths of an Inch increase In depth. 

There w&xld certainly he a more rradual change in micro- 

structure if the hardness penetration were deeper. The 

microstructuro In the hardened area of Figure XXV does 

not show In the picture because time was not allowed for 

coinplot etohin. If there bad been a longer etch, the 

soft steel area would have been completely darkened. 

An attempt was also made to find indications of 



decarburization along the flame hardened surface. Evident- 

ly the flame used in hardening is not oxidizing, because 

there was not a trace of docarburization. This conclusion 

is based upon the study of the polished oross-soction of 

three different spec!mens. 

Figure XXVI la a photomicrograph of the line of de- 

markation between the hard and soft parts of flame hard- 

oned A.R. steel. The shiny area which is the hardened 

sectIon is vory patchy. There Is no uniformity between 

points of corresponding depths below the surface. The 
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nall area in the lower left hand cornier of the picture 

appears to be a relatively soft spot in the flso hard- 

ened part. The basis for this assuitiption is that the 

effects of otch1n sorne material are largoly contzol1ed 

by the hardnoss el' that material. 

A cold water quench la really more drastic than is 

necessary to get ñll hardness in S.A.E. 4140 steel. Oil 

quenching 8.A.E. 4140 steel from 1500e F. reduced the 

hardness only five potuta to Rockwell 55C. it is pos- 

sible that a less drastic quench In Clamo hardening would 
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result in a more radua1 decrease in hardness of the case. 

Durir)ß SOflIO rocent experlriental wozk, Professor S.H. Grat 

fowid that a 150° F. water quench had rear1y the sorne 

effect on hardness as ari oil quench. This work that he 

was doing, however, was not with S.A.E. 4140 stee1 

Nevertheless, a hot water spray would have a less drastic 

effect than cold water for a S.AJ. 4140 steel. The 

actual temperature of the quenching water could he select- 

ed exporirnentall- to ve the roc4uired hardness The 

quenching rate of tie varin water would then be 5ust enough 

to give the required hardness without any excess ohifling. 

It is reccnnnended in the fisme hardening section of 

the Arnorican Society for Metals Handbook that aU pieces 

of steel should be stress relieved by a 4000 F. draw with- 

in thirty minutes after fismo hardening. This r000rmnend- 

ation is now being followed by the Pallady Weldiig Cnpany. 

The hog iciivos are flsìo hardened and then imiodiately 

placed in a 400° F. salt bath. Stress relIeving is an 

operation whose benefits cannot be closely measured. 

However, a rolieving of the internal strcoos in a flame 

hardened hog knife Is important bocause of the impact 

conditions under wiiIch a hog knife must operate. 
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C ONCLUS I0S 

1. Pallady flame hardened hog knIVO3 that aro made 

of S.A.E. 4140 steel cari be produced to soli to the lnber 

mill operator at about twenty-five per cont less cost than 

the ordinary heat treated hog knife. 

2. The hardness of the Pal].ady knife is greater than 

any other of four commercially used knives. 

3. The mpct strenrth of the Pallad.y knife Is less 

than that of the Ohio knife. This lack of impact reals- 

tance is probably due to the approximately two-layered 

coiidition existing in the flame hardened hog knife. 

4. A report received froen the Edward J. Hines Ltmiber 

Cnpany of Hlnes. Oregon, states that the flame hardened 

hog knives being usod at the mlii are developing appri- 

mately a five per cent better service record than the bog 

knives prevlosly used. The knives aro being sharpened 

every sceoncl shift or sixteen hour period. 

5. Accorin; to the results obtained in the impact 

tests, trs annealing of the steel knife blanks before 

flame hardonlng Is roccnronded. The addition of this 

operation to the production sthedle of Pallady hog 

knives would not increase the costs appreciably. 

6. More experimental work could be done In order to 

find the proper temperature for the water spray of the 
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flazue hardening torche This method of temperature control 

of tie quenching medium is a very simple method of hard- 

noes control. 

7. The depth of hardness penetration should be 

three-sixteentha of an inch for half-inch thick knives. 

8. The flame hardened hog knives should be treated 

with a 4000 F. draw 1iediately after fiemo hardening in 

order to relIeve Internal stresses. 
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A2J&JIi II 

HÄRDN1& PEWB?RATIJN T1 

cktch r ,5 A _ b / 

il__________ 
k d____ 

3tation D1aonaI Ditanc. Dept Ibckw11 
loo 6.i/ 1)2 fron point below BurrEice 1!çuivalent 

D A , Irte Izi, Erdne 

RO i 

(s O.488; b o.3a5"; c O.Y40"; d 1..00) 

i 5'/.5 i9 0.07 0.134 13.5 C 

2 57,0 i96 0.15 0.118 14 C 

3 57.0 196 0.21 0.106 14 C 

4 6.b 200 O.2 O.O9 i C 

b 54 218 O.M O.O7Ì I.5 C 
6 47 28 O.85 0.071 i C 

7 44 28 0.39 0.069 Z4 C 

;aj6 4O O.4Z 0.060 4 C 

9 47 0.495 0.047 47 ( 

io .4 bÀ9 O.b/ O.O 50Sb C 

n z 625 O.6O O.02& 55 C 

12 SO ?f8 0.64 0.018 58 C 

13 50 708 0.6? 0.012 58 C 

14 6 4O race 48 C 

15 36 $22 't - 49 C 

16 5 85 U _ 51.5C 

s 

(& = O.488; b -cìq,38"; e 0.340"; d 1.100") 

i bB 190 0.035 0.143 13 C 

2 56 190 0.115 0.127 i5 C 

5 58 190 0.180 0.U4 l5 C 

4 58 i0 O.2LO 0.099 13 C 

51 245 O,OS 0.087 24 C 

6 485 270 0J2. 0.0& 29 C 

7 42 362 O.b0 0.079 7 C 

s 3L35 4i O.5ì0 0.070 45 C 

9 S4. 35 0.450 0.058 50 C 

io b8b 0.500 0.048 5i,5 C 

ii 51 664 0.b4b 0.039 57 C 

12 i 664 o.bau O.Q1 57 C 

i 2 71 0.625 0.022 E9 C 



ttiox Diagrna1 .14 Ditauce Deth Rocwe1i 
14wnber x 100 6.7 frorn oint be1. surface EçuivaIett 

A in. I. 

4 181 0.640 0.018 59 C 
28 812 0.01J 61 C 

16 82 825 urfce - 5, C 
.11 33 n - 
18 82 SZb n C 

(a 0.41; b Û.5Cn; ç Ç,3t; ..080n) 

J. £17 16 0.)G 0.1st 1 C 
2 60 177 ).i2 O.12S 8 C 
3 5 i8ì 0.í7 0413 U. C 
4 58 190 0.E0 0.10 1' C 

57 19ß 0.2&) 0.09î' 14 C 

6 57 16 0.24b 0.069 14 C 

Y 56 20Z 0.34& 0.0Th 1b. C 
8 56 20t 9.06, 1&,6 C 

47 28 0.44 0.068 31 C 
10 42 362 0.4to O.0b4 3? C 

u. ,7 465 05A0 Q.46 4t C 

12 83 &85 0.t 5L5 C 
13 V)2 ß25 0.Ì5 002 5 C 
14 82 6Z5 0.62L 0.23 5 C 

it; J. 664 0.6 0,01? i C 

16 31 6C4 0660 0.46 57 C 

i7 25.5 785 0.660 0.012 60.5 C 

18 28 612 Surac - 61 C 

£0 n 1 
'J. 

f 
'J 

20 29 760 n - Go C 



APENDIX III 

TI0N II4 SY)CE BiilS* 

Dißtawe Yick.r Rockwell 
btabiori fror; t Equi'ithnt 
Number Frac t,ue 4 ,4 g.. 6Z . ?LJ" 

In. 

I O.0 0.50 708 58 C 
0.18 O.O 7 5 C 

).24 0.51 631 S5 C 
4 O.ì O.&t3 6Th 57 C 

5 O,ZS8 Ú.l 67 í5 C 

6 O44 3. 708 68 C 

7 C.47 O4l t37 55 C 

8 O.4 o.;i 63? 55 (: 

u.0 7O4 d 

lo O7O 693 58 C 

U 0.76 0,505 68 5J C 

12 0.80 0.3 58E, 53 C 

087 0.30 ?o8 C 

14 0.94 C.2Ì 756 60 C 

1.C1 0.0 708 58 C 

16 1.05 0.30 708 5 C 
-t 

- , e r, 

08 ç 
r8 C 

Tt zì broken hL( of ck ciz #3. 
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APPhDIX IV 

J 1ÀC 

Weight of Hammer 5O.276 TI O ST1ìK!!. 

fieikit 01: Its. & Block 4t)Oc# (io svin 7.t. 
weight of Block 1.29 xafl Arc (2G Swing & 4i3 
Weight ot R 4561 (20 iig .1 

'rotai 87.4 
Pvete i?48 See, 

.ebiUuai Angie Reicai rergy Etsrgyr 4 
De&e 7t.Lb. 

1&:) 211,6 0.0 
;Lo 209. 8.3 
:1_40 i96. 
i0 184.3 
i0 168.2 4t.a 
JL0 iS0.b 6a. 
Io 131.7 85c 

- 

u 'I1 f 

80 2.6 
70 7.8 
60 bó.:1 

su 17745 
40 27.5 190.1 
30 1I.1 202.5 
20 6.13 210.8 
10 i.? 2J$.9 
O 0.0 17.6 

* Ali ixforatiìi turiièc t ?.cif. Qr.tf, Aead .L the 

.)eart*ent of ctianie1 & ii rii OEe,,ox Otate Cullü. 


